1. The LRC Studio was designed to be and now serves as a multi-purpose, open and flexible space with seven computer stations, a technology cart and projector, as well as several study tables.

2. Most hours during regular LRC operations, the Studio is open and available to all students seeking a quiet study space or computer lab (with printing capabilities). Computers have select language software needed for some coursework, but any student is welcome to use the computer resources in the Studio.

3. The Studio is regularly used for faculty and student meetings and events, generally related to language study and cultural enrichment. Activities sponsored by FLL students and faculty frequently take place in the Studio, such as the annual *Foire aux fromages*, the monthly LRC colloquium series for FLL faculty, the bi-weekly meeting of Eta Sigma Phi, the annual workshop for area French teachers, among others. For such events, faculty and students may place a request to reserve the room by contacting the LRC director. A calendar is posted online as well as outside the Studio so that students and faculty know when the room will be occupied in a given week.

4. Some semesters the Studio is used for weekly SI (Supplemental Instruction) study groups for select FLL language courses. These study groups, led by LRC language partners, meet for 30 minutes in the evening, once per week.

5. There are no regularly scheduled classes that meet in the LRC Studio. Faculty cannot request the Studio as a permanent classroom space.

6. A need may arise for a language class to meet in the Studio a few times in a semester for special class sessions, often because of the technology components available in the Studio. The Studio serves as the ideal space for class activities that include international Skype exchanges, film screenings, in-class collaboration requiring access to computer stations, among other activities. In these cases, a faculty member may place a request to reserve the room by contacting the LRC director.